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sense of denial  towards other  responsibilities.“Buy  the  ticket,  take  the  ride… and  if  it 
occasionally gets a  little heavier than what you had  in mind, well… maybe chalk  it off to 












purchased on a  fieldtrip  to Seattle  in blaring  from my stereo.  It’s  amazing anyone can 
work under  these conditions but  for  those  like me,  this atmosphere  is vital. Tension and 




Association  in  San Francisco,  Barbara Tedlock  presented  a  paper  entitled “Gonzo 
Ethnography.” The paper,  influenced  by  the work  of Hunter  S. Thompson  and  other 


















Gonzo:  1) extreme, excessive, unorthodox. 2)  total  immersion,“being there” 
(Geertz 1988)





methodology,  especially  fieldwork/participant-observation,  and  the 
writing up/presentation of  the “final product” (also referred to as an 
ethnography).
　　What exactly  is “Gonzo Anthropology”? Is  it  theory? methodology? philosophy? all of 
these things? Or is it a marketing scheme on my part to distinguish me from the seemingly 




















　　What I call for, in short, if verification is to be enhanced, is a sociology of ethnography; 





Geertz  1988  and Bernard  1994. This  essay  is  an  updated  proposal  of my  own  ideas 
of  ethnography,  namely  I  suggest  that  ethnography as  a process  is  a  form of  cultural 
performance. These ideas will be illustrated through an analysis of selected works of Hunter 
S. Thompson and from my own early work with Hare Krishnas. Most of the text here comes 






author and  journalist. Thompson  is probably best known for his Fear and Loathing in Las 
Vegas – subtitled “A Savage Journey  into the Heart of  the American Dream” (1971) – an 
admitted  failed experiment  in  in “true Gonzo Journalism” but perhaps a true rendering of 
the Las Vegas Cultural Experience in the early 1970s. What I consider a successful example 
of Gonzo  Journalism  is Thompson’s earlier work, Hell’s Angels,  subtitled “The Strange 
and Terrible Saga of the Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs” (1965-66). Not only is Hell’s Angels an 













　　can properly be called  fictions  in  the  sense of “something made or  fashioned,”  the 
principal burden of  the word’s Latin root, fingere. But  it  is  important to preserve the 
meaning not merely of making, but also of making up, of  inventing  things not really 














　　In an  ideal  sense, Gonzo  Journalism and Gonzo Anthropology entail  a  commitment 





presence  in a social situation  is maintained  for  the purpose of scientific  investigation. 



























　　Back  in  the 1990s  the  idea of “going native” within  anthropological  fieldwork was 
fiercely debated. What I consider to be a trend of the time espoused a desire for “complete 
immersion,” becoming a part of the culture of study in order to gain an emic understanding. 

















the  information he  took  from the Angels. Was his a position of privilege and power as 
opposed to the subjugated and weak Angels? Postmodern dogma of the 1990s might present 
such a situation. No social scientist was immune to postmodernism and to an extent Gonzo 










interpretation  and  sharing  knowledge  in  an  attempt  to  reduce misunderstanding  and 
conflict. Gonzo Anthropology recognizes the collaborative nature of ethnography, multiple 
audiences  (including a  so-called “native” one), multiple ways of  comprehending/learning 
and  incorporates discourse using such things as poetic and aesthetic devices. The process 
of  ethnography  is  a  constant negotiation with  those being  studied  and  those gleaning 




and  its  influence/relevance upon ethnography and Gonzo Anthropology.  I borrow various 








More  simply put,  it  is  a way of perceiving culture  through examining performance,  the 
actors and audience and the outcomes of the performance. 
　　A performance  is  an  exhibition, “an  activity  done  by  an  individual  or  group  in 
the presence of  another  individual  or group”  (Schechner 1988:  30). What differentiates 





understanding by examining  front region  (what  the audience  is  intended to see) and back 

























directions). Berg describes  interviewing as dramaturgical  in nature, where  the  interview 







artistic  form) and/or oral presentation. Recognition of  the process of ethnography with  its 






　　Valentine  and Matsumoto  come  close  to  gonzo with  their  crafting  of “cultural 
performance analysis spheres” as a methodology to research cultural performances. Their 
focus  is on  interacting spheres  including cultural context, setting, analysis, performers and 










　　6:15 PM on a Saturday night on upper Haight Street in San Francisco: walking around 
twilight, the Haight has a magical glow about it – bright colored neon lights and on-coming 
cars’ headlights mix to make my vision blurry. A lot of people are out and having a similar 
vision problem I suspect, because everyone’s an anthropologist tonight, examining the “others” 
in the Haight, or checking out the freaks. But I have a college degree to do this and I am 
working on another one; this Saturday night I’m not out cruising the scene, I’m here to score 
some ethnography.
　　Smells of various foods, incense, marijuana, urine, body odor and car fumes intermingle. 
People are hustling and bustling, smoking, talking, shouting, playing music… 
　　A cling-clang-clang-cling rises above the city noise in syncopated rhythms. I walk up the 
street towards the sound. There’s a scene at the corner of Haight and Masonic drawing much 
attention. It’s no bust though (no cops on this block – looks like I’ll be getting some of that 
ethnography after all), it’s the Hare Krishnas…
　　Dancing and chanting the names of their Lord, bald-headed men in dhotis and women 
in brightly colored saris praise God through their performance. The chanting is in a call 
and response fashion accompanied by double-sided drums, finger cymbals and gongs. The 
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pack moves across the street and I follow along making observations – trying to take in the 
whole picture of the event, using myself like the lens of a camera, falling behind for wide 
angle shots, zooming in for close-ups – trying to be in the picture and outside of it at the same 
time. Outside the pack I can hear the whispers of dope dealers, “kind buds, doses…” As I 
move closer the whispers disappear – the sing-song chanting of “Hare Krishna, Hare Rama” 
becomes overwhelming. Many on-lookers smile and wave and honk their horns at the Hare 
Krishnas, some laugh, singling and dancing in mockery. 
　　The pack stops at the corner of Haight and Ashbury, forms a circle in the street and 
increase the energy of their dancing/chanting; the devotees start jumping up and down, faster 
and wilder, blocking traffic and being in the way…
　　But this action is done on purpose. The Hare Krishnas are doing harinam, congregational 
dancing and chanting in the streets, like they do every Saturday night in the Haight. This 
harinam is a form of worship; Krishna (God) enjoys the pastimes of His devotees as they 
perform for Him. Additionally, harinam is seen to remind others (non-devotees) of Krishna 
and serve as a form of missionary work. (Fedorowicz 1993).
　　These are excerpts  from an ethnographic paper  I wrote during my graduate studies 
in San Francisco. The excerpts are intended to describe the Hare Krishnas doing a certain 
activity  in a certain environment. The thesis of my paper  is  that within the Hare Krishna 
belief system, cultural performance strives  to become cultural behavior. A true devotee’s 






studied and  incorporating  this understanding  into discourse. After  spending  three years 
conducting participant observation and  interviews with Hare Krishna groups  in Michigan, 
Toronto and the San Francisco Bay Area, I was able to gain a deep understanding of their 
beliefs. For example,  I  take great care  in  the above passage to describe  the setting as an 
attempt to illustrate maya, an important concept within the Hare Krishna cosmology. Maya 






consciousness. The above passage  is  also  an attempt  to employ aspects  of  the Writing 
Culture-style literary approach (Clifford and Marcus 1986).
Ⅴ. Emulation 2000: Driving with the Deaf in Japan
　　We are traveling fast down the narrow side streets of northern Osaka. I am sitting in the 
middle of the back seat of the car so that I can try to see the sign language of my two deaf 
companions in the front. It is difficult for me to fully understand because it is dark and the 
two men sign very quickly. Also, their signing styles are very different. Nakagawa, in the 
passenger seat, uses Japanese Sign Language (JSL). He does not speak while signing, uses 
rich facial expression and makes few sounds with his mouth. While I suspect Nakagawa can 
lipread, he has clearly expressed to me earlier his unwillingness to do so. Shiro, our driver, 
on the other hand communicates very differently. He wears a hearing aid (Nakagawa doesn’t) 
and is very oral. He can speak, although it sounds a bit awkward and he seems to be very 
good at lipreading. His signing can be characterized as being closer to Signed Japanese rather 
than JSL; Shiro speaks and signs at the same time using a syntax that follows spoken Japanese 
(JSL’s grammar and word order differs from spoken Japanese) and he tends to fingerspell 
many words rather than using standard JSL signs. As an academic observer I can identify and 
classify these linguistic differences, yet Shiro and Nakagawa have no difficulties understanding 
one another.
　　Shiro often stops suddenly on the busy street and swerves to avoid other vehicles, bicycles 
and pedestrians. I am a bit nervous as he seems to be watching and conversing with Nakagawa 
to his side as much as he is paying attention to the traffic situation. To make things worse (for 
the anthropologist/passenger), Shiro’s cell phone vibrates/“rings” (actually it is a Southern 
All Stars song ring-tone) and he digs it out of his pocket and begins to read and reply to a text 
message while still driving.
　　This  is  the  introduction  to a paper  I wrote during the early stages of my work with 
Japanese deaf  people. At  the  time  I  had  two major  goals  for  the paper:  to  challenge 
preconceived  notions  and  stereotypes  of  the  deaf  as merely “handicapped,”  and  to 
demonstrate  linguistic differences  in sign  language use  in Japan. The former emphasizes a 
difference between hearing and deaf people (an attempt to describe a so-called “deaf culture”) 














　　Personal,  internalized work  using  key  concepts  such  as  discovering  the “given 
circumstances” of  the character, maintaining “concentration of attention,” exploring 



















to develop a certain  theory-methodology-epistemology  illustrates how difficult  it  is  to pin 










drug he could get his hands on  to enhance his experiences  (a  form of emulation during 
fieldwork), we can get high  from the performance of ethnography  itself  and continue  to 
provide many more chronicles of Gonzo Anthropology.
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